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Activity 1: Watch Play Like Share, Episode 2


Watch Episode 2: Who’s Magnus? with your child at
www.thinkuknow.co.uk/8_10/watch/.



Use the following questions to chat about the cartoon:
o What did you think? What did you like about this episode?
o What does Sam do with Megan’s baby photo? [Shares the photo and
makes it public]
o How does Megan feel and what does she do in response? [She feels
angry/upset. She uses Sam’s account to write a mean comment about
Ellie and Alfie.]
o What upsets Ellie and who does she turn to? [She thinks that Sam is
posting mean comments about her. Megan is unkind to her and she
loses the guitar-off. She turns to Magnus, who she has met online.]
o Is Magnus the best person to support Ellie? Who else could help? [Ellie
has only just met Magnus online and doesn’t know him ‘in real life’, so
he is not a good source of support for her. It would be better to talk to
a close friend, family member or another adult she trusts.]

Activity 2: What is OK to share?







Ask your child what they remember about Episode 2 of Play Like Share.
Explain it is important to think about how someone else might feel if you
share a photo or video of them. Sometimes people share photos or videos
that might be unkind, or upset or embarrass other people. Ask your child:
o When does this happen in PLS? [Sam shares a baby photo of Megan]
With your child, read each scenario on p2 of this activity sheet and ask
them to circle the appropriate thumb. If you can’t print it, read the
scenario and ask them to answer with thumbs up, down and sideways!
Discuss their answers, using the answer sheet on p3 to help you.

About Thinkuknow
Thinkuknow is the online safety education programme from the National Crime
Agency. Once a fortnight, on Tuesdays, we will produce an activity sheet to help you
support your child while schools are partially closed.
You’ll find lots of support and advice for parents and carers on keeping your child
safe online at www.thinkuknow.co.uk/parents/.
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What is OK to share?
Read each example and decide if it’s:

Ellie shares a photo of her new pet rabbit.

Megan shares a video of Ellie crying.

Sam shares a photo of his brother who has just got out the bath.

Sam shares a video of himself pretending to be his pet dog.

Alfie shares a photo of his friends at his birthday party.
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What is OK to share? Answers
Okay to share
Ellie shares a photo of her new pet rabbit
Ellie doesn’t need to ask permission from her rabbit!

Not okay to share
Megan shares a video of Ellie crying
You should never share or post a photo of someone else that could upset
them.
Sam shares a photo of his brother who has just got out the bath
This should never be shared as Sam’s brother might not be wearing clothes,
or only wearing a towel.

It depends
Sam shares a video of himself pretending to be his pet dog
At the time Sam may think this is funny to share but in the future he may find it
embarrassing. Even if Sam deletes the video, other people might have taken
a copy of it or shared it on other sites.
Alfie shares a photo of his friends at his birthday party
If Alfie has asked his friends for permission and they have agreed then this is
probably okay to share this in a closed group. If any details gives away
personal information about Alfie or his friends, it is better not to share it.
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